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International students who had been waiting in the country amid the
COVID-19 with anxiety have entered the country.
Dreams continue big and boundless.
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Start to the long-awaited study abroad life!
Tokyo Communication Arts College
Comic Illustration Course (2nd grade)

Kobe Koyo School of Music and Dance
Berkeley Study Abroad Course (1st grade)

LIN SHUO

LAW YI

China Graduate of Sichuan Music Academy

Malaysia Graduate of Pusat Bahasa Teikyo

Mr. Lin's experience was very
impressive where he had to
have a temporary absence
from school for almost two
years due to the COVID-19
pandemic and finally was able
to enter Japan. At the point he
thought he can enter Japan,
Shanghai's lockdown has
LIN SHUO
started, he again thought he
could not enter Japan and there, the action he took
with only one guitar and change of clothes made him
to start up from Shanghai in the nick of time.
After graduating from Sichuan Music Academy, Mr.
Lin was active while aiming to study abroad in
Japan. He is a musician who webcasts on some
platforms such as YouTube, Bilibili, TikTok and he
has a lot of fans.
He chose "Kobe Koyo School of Music and Dance" to
study JAZZ in his favorite country Japan, then he
started to Berkeley Study Abroad Course. From Koyo
to Berkeley. And to the world. His dreams continue
big and boundless.

Be excited to study abroad life in Japan!
OCA Osaka College of Design and Technology
Comic Illustration and Manga Course (1st grade)

Ms.Law was on standby for two
years in Malaysia due to
COVID-19, with a strong desire to
study in Japan. While waiting for
Japan entry, she took a year off
from school for the first year and
in her second year took online
classes. "To be honest, I was
worried about whether I could
study in Japan while waiting, but I
didn't give up and did my best in
online classes every day. I was Enrolling the school after a year
really happy when my dream of going to Japan finally came
true. I'm looking forward to my school life at TCA from now
on!" she said.
On April 12th, 2022, a joint entrance ceremony was held at 9
schools of the Jikei COM Group in Tokyo, and Ms.Law also
attended with many students. It seems that they enjoyed the
"first class" from the bottom of their hearts with many
students who were on standby in their respective countries.
We are supporting her so that her future study abroad life will
be fulfilling and her future dream will come true.

One of my childhood dreams has finally came true!
TCA Tokyo College of Eco and Animals
Dolphin Trainer Course (1st grade)

MUHAMMAD DANNIE SYAFIQ BIN MOHD JAMIL

CHIANG YI CHING

Malaysia Graduate of Pusat Bahasa Teikyo

Taiwan Graduate of National Ilan University (Taiwan)

Mr. Dannie was finally able to study
abroad in Japan after having 1 year of
temporary absence. Until he enters
Japan, he participated in an online tea
party and maintained his motivation to
study abroad. He was waiting to enter
Japan with a feeling of waiting for
years, so he is excited for the
beginning of his study abroad life.
Compared with his home country,
MUHAMMAD DANNIE SYAFIQ
Malaysia, Japan is very convenient
BIN MOHD JAMIL
and decent. What surprised him
especially was that the utility bills can be paid at the convenience
store. Regarding transportation, cars are used in Malaysia mostly,
but in Japan, bicycles are another option for transportation, so it
seems this was a culture shock for him. At school, seeing the works
of classmates are being a good stimulus, "The opportunity to learn
from everybody's ideas will lead me to grow up" he said with a
serious look.

We talked to Ms.Chiang, who had to have a temporary absence from
school for 1 year and was waiting to enter Japan in her home
country, due to the COVID-19 restrictions.
"1 year of the pandemic, it was really a long time. I even thought
about giving up studying abroad if I cannot enter Japan this year too.
However, studying in Japan was my childhood dream, so I didn't give
up. When I had a temporary absence from school, I worked part-time
and saved up, I aimed the study abroad and studied hard for
Japanese. My wish came true and I could have entered Japan without
a problem, so one of my dreams has been realized. I'm really glad. I
also attended the entrance ceremony. It felt happy watching the
CHIANG YI CHING
seniors' performances with a lot of new students.
I enrolled in school, all the teachers and classmates treat me kindly and every day is fun. Now I'm
concentrated on the lessons, I aim to be an animal trainer and I'm studying hard for it.
In the future, I want to be a seal trainer and to show the seals' charm to the people in my home country. I
want to take home the techniques I learn at school and doing great performances in Taiwan like in Japan
is my dream. In order to make this dream real, I will do my best to achieve the grades that won't lose to
my Japanese friends!"
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Entrance Ceremony ~Interviews of New Students~
An entrance ceremony that superimposes the future of myself on the appearance of seniors
Tokyo Design Technology Center College
Super Game Creator Course (1st grade)

MICHAEL KURNIAWAN
Indonesia Graduate of JET Japanese Academy

The school entrance ceremony of the Jikei COM Group in the Tokyo area was held at the Tokyo International Forum on April 12. The interviewee
was Mr. Michael, who aims to be a game creator. "At the entrance ceremony, I was really impressed by the presentation of TECH.C.'s seniors.
With only 1 year difference, the appearance of the 2nd grade senior who is making a presentation dignifiedly on that big stage was very
inspiring. I thought I want to be like that and my motivation increased. I want to study CG and create high-quality VR games in Japan. To achieve
this goal, I will study seriously for 4 years." Mr. Michael said with a hopeful look. We're looking forward to your future activities!

MICHAEL KURNIAWAN

Students' Activities
2nd place winning at 2022 Japanese Speech Contest!

OSM Industry-academia collaboration program "Working Study"

Tokyo Communication Arts College
VFX・CG・Images Advanced Diploma Cource (2nd grade)

Osaka School of Music
Super Live & Concert Planning Course (1st grade)

WU LIANG SHUAN

ROUILLE HUGO PHILIPPE WILLIAM

Taiwan Graduate of Waseda University Honjo High School

France Graduate of Kansai College of Business & Languages

As a culmination of one year's Japanese learning, we held
the "Japanese Speech Contest" at "We are TCA" on After entering Japan, I received an honorable
certiﬁcate from my homeroom teacher!
February 5th. As an outcome of what is learned at
Japanese Communication class, in-class selection was held. The selected 6 people gave
speeches at the Makuhari Messe venue. Among them, Ms. Wu Liang Shuan, who was unable to
enter Japan due to the COVID-19 restrictions and participated in online classes for one year in
Taiwan, won the 2nd place prize "Outstanding Performance Award" as a result of her efforts.
She was able to enter Japan safely this month and she started her study abroad life. "In this
contest, I was the only student who gave a speech online. I thought it will be easy because I
couldn't see the judges. On the contrary, I felt nervous because I couldn't see everyone's
expressions and reactions so I was unable to see if my words are reaching correctly or not. I'm
glad that I was able to convey it well. I think that there will be many opportunities to give
presentations in Japanese in the future too, so it was a useful experience."

Mr. Rouille Hugo Philippe William, an
international student from France, has
studied Japanese with a big effort for 2
years since the day he came to Japan to
enroll in OSM to study video editing and
concert staff, etc. And this spring, he
enrolled in the 4-year course Super Live &
Concert Creator Course of the OSM! At the
same time, he will work at the concert sites
ROUILLE HUGO PHILIPPE WILLIAM
using the "Working Study", a collaborative
program of the concert management company "ONE to ONE". He also likes Japanese
idol groups very much and it seems the concert sites are really enjoyable, that he
spends his days being fascinated by the entertainment world more and more.

Providing music to actual artists using AI

Information session of "What is e-sports?"
Fukuoka College of Design and Technology
e-sports Management Course (3rd grade)

Tokyo School of Music and Dance
Music Producer Course (Graduate student)

LIU ZHONG JIE

ZHANG CHENGYUE

China Graduate of Fukuoka Language Academy

China Graduate of Wayo Japanese Language Institute

At the graduation and end-of-year exhibition
"We are TECH.C.FUKUOKA e-sports 2022"
which is held online on February 5th,
putting the e-sports management course's
students in the center, an e-sports industry
& business explanatory meeting was held
for the companies and the parents of high
school students. Within the explanation of
"What is e-sports?", business development
which is using e-sports and attraction of
e-sports, I worked on the video production,
creating powerpoints or documents for the
presentations, etc. as the main member. It
was a valuable experience in which I could
f e e l t h e j o y o r d i f fi c u l t y o f c r e a t i n g
something with the cooperation of my
classmates.

I made the music provision for the artist "Moe Iori" as a task of the company E.A.U.
Co., Ltd. This time, it was a music production in which I used AI and I was in charge of
everything like composition, arrangement, and mixing. I even ordered the recording
from the music studio in China to use the raw sounds of strings. The music production
we made as a team was fun anyway. As we did the exchange of views with the members,
I was able to look from a more objective view than the time I worked by myself and I
was able to see my habits. At TSM, because I'm able to challenge with doing the tasks
coming from the companies, there is a chance that my productions can be used in the
industry and also I can take music orders of a lot of genres, so the range of expression
has expanded. All
the lessons and
encounters at TSM
are very important.
My goal is to work
in Japan as a
singer-songwriter
and a composer.
Making music as a team is fun

State of the day of the graduation
and end-of-year exhibition
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Information on Job Hunting
The time pursuing my dream is not in vain.
Osaka College of Culinary Arts
Total Management of Café Course (Alumni)

Want to be a bridge between Japan and overseas.
TCA Tokyo College of Eco and Animals
Zoo Keeper・Animal Care Course (Alumni)

LIU HO YIN

CHUA CYNTHIA

China (Hong Kong) Graduate of Osaka YMCA Japanese Language School

Malaysia Graduate of Meros Language School

Shimanaga Fruit Sales Co., Ltd. (Cafe • Barista)

"I was interested in Japanese culture and cuisine. I want to run my own
shop in the future, so I felt the necessity of learning Japanese
hospitality and technique, and had studied abroad to make my dreams
come true. I'm aiming to be a manager who can read the customer's
mentality so I felt the importance of psychology and studied psychology
at the university after graduating from the Japanese Language school.
Then I enrolled at Osaka College of Culinary Arts to study Cafe
Management which was my original purpose. It may seem like a
detour, but I think the advantage of this experience led to a job offer.
My ideal cafe shop is a
relaxing place where
there is a connection of
human relations. I know
it's difficult to get a
working visa in the food
sector but I was able to
get a specific activity
visa, so I'm not letting
the time I spent following
my dreams be wasted."

Saddle Back Ranch (Horse riding staﬀ)

"I mainly do the guidance or help for
breeding Japanese native Kiso horse or
Horseback riding experience. I'm also an
adviser on "Sports Yabusame", which is
born from the traditional Japanese horse
bow, straddling the back of the horse and
hitting the target with a bow. At first, I was
worried because there were so many things
I didn't understand, but the people at my
workplace taught me politely, so I'm having
a lot of fun while working now! I'm very glad

State at the ranch ①

that I can make use of the knowledge
and the technique I learned at school
about hippology or craftworks in my
workplace. In order to make Japanese
horse and culture known overseas,
when COVID-19 calms down, I will do
my best to guide tourists from overseas.
I'm sure everyone has worries, but
please challenge yourself, take a step
forward and do your best! Just do it!"

LIU HO YIN
State at the ranch ②

To be a person who works cheerfully and happily!
Tokyo Design Technology Center College
CG lmage Creator Course (Alumni)

The first international student who got a job offer in 2022
Tokyo Communication Arts College
Comic Illustration Course (3rd grade)

KWON HEE JIN

TANG HEIMAN

South Korea Graduate of MCA Mitsumine Career Academy Japanese Language Course

Hong Kong Graduate of System Toyo Gaigo Japanese Language School

Kaikai Kiki Animation Studio PONCOTAN Nakano (CG Animator)

I found out that the technique which is used in my favorite movies like
Harry Potter or Frozen is called CG. Learning this technique, using it in a
movie, and impressing people were the trigger for aiming for this
industry. When I was looking for a school where I can learn this
technique, I went on a school tour which is introduced by the Japanese
school. The teacher who taught the lessons and the seniors who guided
the school were very kind, I thought that I can study in a good
atmosphere and I enrolled in Tokyo Design Technology Center College.
During the first year, drawing the croquis every week as the sketch
lesson's task improved my morphology (shape) and observation skills.
From the second year onward, I was able to learn various techniques
and the importance of communication while completing the work as a
team through the "CG project". In
order to get a job in Japan, I made
an effort to get JLPT N1 by the
time I graduated and prepared a
portfolio so that I could show it to
the company at any time. Thanks
to my efforts, I was able to join the
company of the occupation I
desired. From now on too, while
challenging what I want to do, I
want to work cheerfully and
happily and be a person who
impresses other people.
KWON HEE JIN

COVER Corporation (2D Designer)

We would like to introduce our
international student who won a
prize at "Hololive & Holostars
V-tuber Character Production", a
business task of the company
Cover Co., Ltd. which TCA Comic
Illustration course students worked
on. And she got a job offer right
after it! The first international
student who got a job offer in the
academic year of 2022! Ms. Tang,
born in Hong Kong, was interested
in the V-tuber world actually. She
learned free soft by herself in her
1st year, then in the 2nd year, she
learned Live 2D motion in the Live
2D lesson. This time it was difficult
With a self-made work full of Miss Tang's uniqueness
working on this project because she
was working on another project also. In this hard schedule, she created a work with trial-and-error.
"I've tried to create works that never seen before and incorporate my own personality. I used the style
which I usually like and researched the corporate culture which the companies want, and I reflected
on them in my work. I'm really happy that I was able to win the award. I'm looking forward to the
internship starting in July."
We are looking forward to Ms. Tang's future activities, who is very cheerful and gives energy to the
surroundings!
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Graduates' Activities
Will be the onset supervisor of the Chinese unit in the movie "Kingdom 2: To the Far Land"
OCA Osaka College of Design and Technology
CG Creator Course (Alumni)

WU YUE
China Graduate of Japan - China Language Academy

After graduation, I got a job at a CG company. In there, I gained experience as a VFX director, then I transferred to Spade&Co.
There was a time that I was aiming for Hollywood, but I have decided to do my best in Japan. Currently, I'm working as a VFX
director at the company that creates high-end VFX for movies, TV series, commercials, video clips, etc. I'm fascinated that the
things we cannot capture in real actually can be created using VFX. The happiness and pleasure of doing the job I like surpass
everything. I guess the movie I worked on at the end of last year at the Shochiku Studio in Kyoto will be released soon. The sense
of accomplishment when I see my name on the ending credits blows all the hardships away. I would like everyone to live a life
where they do the job they like and can taste that sense of accomplishment and feel alive.
WU YUE

Got a working visa for 5 years, and look forward to working as a CG designer!
Tokyo Communication Arts College
Game Graphic & Character Course (Alumni)

HAN SEONGMIN
South Korea Hwagok Highschool (South Korea)

D.A.G Inc. (3DCG Designer)

Everyone is good friends with classmates regardless of nationality

We received great news from Mr. Han, who got a
job offer from the company DAG Inc. and started
his working life in Japan this spring. He applied for
a working visa to work as a 3DCG designer and he
got 5 years of permission. Getting a 5-year working
visa changing from the study abroad visa is a rare
achievement in recent years. "When I heard from
my friends and workmates there isn't anyone who
got a 5-year visa, I realized that I got really a
long-term visa.「Seeing that everyone has different
periods, even in the same company, I thought that
there is an effect on the grades and the attendance
HAN SEONGMIN
rate. I felt it was never a time waste to enrich my
studies and I am proud of myself. I'm very satisfied with my working life.」Although I have not
started the job yet and I'm only doing training tasks, what I am doing right now is a profession,
not a different thing and it's becoming an extension line of what I studied, so everything is
progressing smoothly. It's a company that I can get along with my superiors and seniors right
away, so I want to get used to it and start the job already." We received this nice message from
him. We look forward to his future success!

Contribution to human resource development and spread of Japanese music to Taiwan.
Tokyo School of Music and Dance
Professional Musician Keyboard Course (Alumni)

LAI YEN HO
Taiwan Soochow University (Taiwan)

Mr.Lai launched a music studio in Taiwan as the Sound Color music productor and the
president of Dyverse Studio. Besides, he is a lecturer of Digital Music Application at
National Tsing Hua University, and also gives lectures at Ensemble Music Center about the
arrangement of J-pop's trendy music. He wants to expand Japanese music in Taiwan,
therefore he is also focusing on human resource development. We received good words
which make us happy that the reason he was able to be involved in works like Taiwan's
commercial songs or band songs right after he came back to his home country was that
he studied abroad in Japan. His representative works include arrangements of Sony
BRAVIA MASTER series commercial songs, 2017 Shanghai China joy theme songs, etc.
Even after returning to his home country, he has been in an active role in the music
industry and we are very happy and proud that there are graduates who will participate in
the development of the next generation. We are looking forward to more of his success.
滋慶国際交流 COM
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